Traditional principles of integrating environmental influences into buildings are no longer used in contemporary architecture. Furthermore, appropriate features of environmental comfort do not exist to be reinforced by the intended building design. Thus, features can sometimes be created by using latent features. These may include the creation of elements of the building itself to integrate with the site; wing walls, verandahs and so on.
The emphasis on microclimate recognizes that not only do the actions of sunshine, wind and humidity affect comfort; but the modification also of these by the landform, vegetation, built form, external envelope and internal features result in creating comfort conditions. Prelgauskas [5] This paper describes the creation of local weather conditions as a result of harnessing the orientation of built form, the heat imbalance sun side to shade side around built form, and the airflow pressure imbalances on the building envelope from both wind and thermal interactions each create opportunities to create comfort. Prelgauskas [5] 
DILEMMA OF STUDY:
Architects have always pursued contradictory aims and it is this exactly tension that creates the final enjoyable, it would be too trivial to follow simply and logically just one goal, for example the clarity of construction, as did the structural school of architecture. On the contrary, many famous architects have wanted to show their skill by hinting that all the rules are there to be broken. Although, their innovative solutions and shapes cannot ignore the vital climatic factors, which must be guaranteed first.
The skin of a building is the connection between the natural environment and the built environment. Climate adaptive building skins use materials and design elements to improve interior comfort, provide visual and thermal access to the natural environment, and reduce energy use. Prelgauskas [6] 3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE: 
NATURALLY OCCURING MICRO-CLIMATE:
The micro climate is the variations in localized climate around a building; it has a very essential impact on both the energy and environmental performance of a building. Cullen [2] . Buildings designed to use micro-climate are achieving substantially lower energy consumption to achieve the same comfort as conventional buildings. Prelgauskas [5] Existing features contribute to modify the climate from the general area weather. Existing design forms and structures can create shade and moisture variations.
USING MICRO-CLIMATE FORCES FOR COMFORT:
Micro-Climate design begins with the attitude that weather is not a problem to be conquered by mechanical technology; rather that it is a force to be incorporated in building design to achieve comfort. Prelgauskas [5] The first considerations in planning are:
• Surrounding landscape: which existing features on the land affect the micro-climate, and determine where the building is to be situated on the land for comfort, • Orientation of building: which way the building, its wall faces and openings are to be oriented to maximize comfort, • Location of neighboring objects: and the heat, cooling and air flows which are created by the above for comfort, • The shape of the building: and how it sits on the site and the locations of rooms with in the building. Cullen [2] Despite superficial appearances, there is no basic conflict between these approaches. Rather, each is applied in the most appropriate method to suit each individual project. The first three considerations are out of our concern; the current study is devoted for the last one. Building design has to respond to the existing site features, their micro-climate modification as dictated for each individual solution. As a result, every design problem is unique, has to be thought through from first principles. Not only do individual solutions vary from each other; but also each elevation of a building, by responding to its climate situation, is quite different. Prelgauskas [5] In recent years there are number of architectural styles; every one has some different features of its related building forms which significantly affect the microclimate.
The following part of research navigates through modern architectural history extracting four main styles and concentrates on the deconstruction style as a promising style in dealing with the microclimate issue.
KEY STYLES OF ARCHITECTURE:
Through ages, architecture has responded to different cultural, political, economical transforms all over the world, thus results in many different styles spread worldwide. Even though we can determine four main styles:
Classical Style:
The buildings in the classical age of architecture were more artistic and hence were very decorative, adorned with well-worked column heads and decorative wall motifs. This style had fixed form and proportion and hence did not address individual needs.
Modern Architecture:
Modern architecture is free of the fixed forms and decorative elements that characterise classical architecture. Buildings were designed to address the individual needs and did not have the character of the region or aspects of religion taking precedence.
Post Modernist Style:
Just as the other styles, the modernist style was further enhanced and named the post modernist style. The harmony and simplicity of modern style is amalgamated with more decoration and detailing. 
DECONSTRUCTION IN ARCHITECTURE:
Deconstruction in architecture, also called Deconstructivism, is a development of Postmodern architecture that began in the late 1980s. It is characterized by ideas of fragmentation, non-linear processes of design, an interest in manipulating ideas of a structure's surface or skin, which serve to distort and dislocate some of the elements of architecture, such as structure and envelope. The finished visual appearance of buildings that exhibit the many deconstructivist "styles" is characterized by a stimulating unpredictability and a controlled chaos. Wikipedia, D. [9] The approach of deconstruction in architecture is to get architects to think of things in a new way, to view architecture in bits and pieces. Also to develop buildings which show how differently from traditional architectural conventions buildings can be built without loosing their utility and still complying with the fundamental laws of physics. Wikipedia, D. [9] Deconstructivist Buildings may seem to have no visual logic: They may appear to be made up of unrelated, disharmonious abstract forms.
DECONSTRUCTION IN PRACTICE:
In this part a set of projects of contemporary architects will be shown as example of deconstuctivism style in order to show how this style can help for achieving substantially lower energy consumption using the mass with its parts, self-shading, solids and voids to create a special microclimate achieving the same comfort as conventional buildings.
Weisman Art Museum
Architect: Frank Gehry. Location: Minneapolis, Minnesota. Date: 1993.
The irregularly placed windows offer snapshot views from the inside of the river and the city, Fig.1 . The main entrance is on the north side with two large windows This multi-screen complex is made up of two units: Fig.3 1. The cinema block -opens onto the street to create a large pedestrian area.
2. The crystal -like a glass shell rising several storeys up. This deconstructivist corner structure has become the symbol of the building. It serves not only as a foyer and centre for people going to the cinemas, but also as a public plaza where multimedia events may be held. Shira [7] 3. The "Skybar", a double floating cone, is a café and restaurant accessible from the foyer. Circulation through the building is very well structured, permitting visitors to cross it in any direction: at the top, at the bottom, inside the crystal and along the opaque outer façade, Fig.4 . Thus the structure becomes an element of active participation in the urban fabric, not just an aesthetic object. Shira [7] 7 is meant to carry on Building 20's innovative and serendipitous spirit, and to foster interaction and collaboration across many disciplines.
Its striking design -featuring tilting towers, many-angled walls and whimsical shapes -challenges much of the conventional wisdom of laboratory and campus building.
MIT [4] . The use of glass for walls on the inside means that those who work in the building have to give up a sense of privacy, Fig.8 . Wikipedia, S. [10] Weisman Art Museum 
CONCLUSION:
In recent years, designing according to deconstruction ideologies is to some extentlimited. The main principle of Deconstruction states that it is all right if the architect lets the eventual contradictions in the builder's goals shine through the finished design. Thus, designing deconstructivism becomes an art which can be fully appreciated only by other artists and educated critics. The deconstruction buildings are uniquely products of the period's technology, computer simulations of the building's structure made it feasible to build shapes that architects of earlier eras would have found nearly impossible to construct. But, the technological aspects of the architectural forms must not ignore the effective utilization of environmental factors. Using microclimate standards, Deconstruction designs could enhance the tenants comfort. Deconstructivists have to create their shapes with climatic considerations in mind thus, it may consider as adding value to their thoughts.
